Draft Genome Sequence of an *Escherichia coli* Strain Isolated from a *Gallus gallus* Broiler Producing the Novel CTX-M-166 Variant
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We report here the draft genome sequence of the CTX-M-166-harbouring *O6:H16* sequence type 48 (ST48)-*fimH*34 *Escherichia coli* strain recovered from a *Gallus gallus* broiler. Sequence analyses revealed the presence of an IncI1/ST103-1*Sepl*-bla\textsubscript{CTX-M-166}-orf477 plasmid region and of diverse antibiotic resistance and virulence-acquired genes.

Animals are considered potential reservoirs of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria (1). In this study, we used whole-genome sequencing (WGS) to characterize the new CTX-M-166-harbouring *Escherichia coli* strain recovered in May 2014 from a 6-week-old *Gallus gallus* broiler flock from an industrial poultry unit in the central region of Portugal, carrying a new amino acid substitution, compared with CTX-M-1.

Genomic DNA of *E. coli* LV13072 was extracted using DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen) and quantified using Qubit 1.0 fluorometer (Invitrogen). The Nextera XT DNA sample preparation kit (Illumina) was used to prepare sequencing libraries from 1 ng of genomic DNA, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. WGS was performed using 250-bp paired-end reads on a MiSeq (Illumina). Sequence reads were trimmed and filtered according to quality criteria and *de novo* assembled into contigs by means of CLC Genomics Workbench 8.5.1 (Qiagen), as previously described (2).

The *de novo*-assembled genome contains a total assembly length of 5,236,233 bp, with a mean coverage of about 225-fold; the G+C content was 49.3%. The analysis yielded 351 contigs, ranging from 402 bp to 197,210 bp, with a minimum of 12-fold coverage. Overall, the structural and functional annotation with NCBI Prokaryotic Annotation Pipeline (PGAP [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_prok/]) detected 4,982 coding sequences (CDSs), 13 noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs), four complete rRNAs, and 68 tRNAs.

In *silico* antimicrobial resistance analyses using ResFinder version 2.1 (3), with a threshold of 90% identity and a minimum length of 60%, revealed genes conferring resistance to β-lactams (*bla\textsubscript{CTX-M-166}*-contig 249) and *bla\textsubscript{TEM-1}*-contig 63), aminoglycosides (*strA-strB* -contig 289), tetracycline (*tetA*-type -contig 20)), sulfonamides (*sul2* -contig 289), and trimethoprim (*dfrA14*-type -contig 257). Seven virulence factors were also detected using VirulenceFinder version 1.5 (3): *iss* (contig 232), *gad* (contigs 29 and 125), *astA* (contig 123), *iroN* (contig 232), *ihb* (contig 102), *mchF*-type (contig 57), *celb*-type (contig 46), and *cma*-type (contig 318) genes.

PlasmidFinder version 1.3 and pMLST version 1.4 tools (4) revealed the presence of sequence type 103 (ST103)-IncI1 and ColI8282 plasmid types, with an identity of 100%.

The bioinformatics analysis of genetic relatedness (SerotypeFinder version 1.1 [5], MLST version 1.8 [6], and FimTyper version 1.0) assigned this isolate to O6:H16 ST48-*fimH*34. The total number of pathogenicity determinants present in the LV13072 genome, matching 564 pathogenic families, showed 93.2% certainty of the isolate being a human pathogen (7).

The *bla\textsubscript{CTX-M-166}*-type gene differed from *bla_{CTX-M-166}*- type by one point mutation that leads to the amino acid substitution Ala120Val. It was found in a 4,218-bp contig, which was manually assembled overlapping contigs 249, 329, and 334, with a mean coverage of 36.4-fold and G+C content of 41.2%. An IS\textsubscript{fr}B\_{CTX-M-166}-orf477 region was found upstream of an Incl shufflon, interrupting the segment shfB of the site-specific recombination system (8). The closest match (94.7% query coverage and 100% identity) of the CTX-M-166-containing contig as identified by BLASTn analysis was the *E. coli* plasmid pFM3804 (accession no. KF787110), a CTX-M-1 IncI1 plasmid found on a UK pig farm (9).

The information presented herein will enable further studies about the genetic background of *bla_{CTX-M-166}*- and functional characterization of CTX-M-166 β-lactamase aiming to assess the potential impact of this new variant in veterinary settings, particularly under pressure caused by antibiotic exposure.

**Accession number(s).** This whole-genome shotgun project has been deposited at DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the accession no. MCBU00000000. The version described in this paper is version MCBU01000000.
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